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SECRET

Par:.j Operational Research Grou-, Re-,ort No. 272

A Theoretical Determination of the Best Height of
Burst for V. T. Fuzed Hortar Dombs

ABSTRACT

theoretical estimate of the areas of effect of airburst mortar bombs ag;ainst
various targets has been made. Thp improveuent which could be secured (a), by
tail initiation, (b) by a specially designed bomb, has ilso been investigated.
The results are:-

SSUorre sp.) ingBest Set Height Moan -rea ofof burst (ft.) Affect (;3q. ft.

Nose Initiation

(a) i.en crouching in trenches 17 800

(b) iMen lying on rough ground 19 2950

(c) lien runhing in the open 8 8400

Tail Initiation

(a) Men crouching in trenches 21 1200

(b) lien lying on "rough [,round 24 3400

(€) lien running in the open 15 6800

The best set height for general use is 17 feet with nose or 22 foot with
tail initiation; in each case it gives very nearly the naximum effectiv.nuz
against targets (a) and (b) and 90,> of the 7.r.ximu.i possible effectiveness
against target (c). The i.iprove aent secured by the V..T. fuze over a D.i.
fuze is

Perforn.ance of V.T. Nose 2uzed Domb
Target rela.tive to D.A. Fuzed aomb I

(a) ien crouching in

trenches 7

(b) ien lying on rough-I ground 3.5
(c) lien running in the

open 1.5

The relative porfor.nce of tail and nose initiati n in the 3" 1-1k.IV bc.b 4,

at the best all round heights of 22 and 17 feet respOctively is targut
(a) 1.5 t o , target (b) 1.2 to I, target (c) 0.8 to 1.

Against :.en crouching in trenches the i.aximu. effectiveness of a spccialij
designed bomb of weight 10 lbs. is probably not more than 3 tim.es that of th. n,
initiated 3" l1.k.IV bo:,b (or twice that of the tail initiated bongo). To attain
*, uxirU.i effectiveness a forvard frag .ent zone of se.ian_-le 50° to 65"' is requi,
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A Theoretical Determination of the Best Height of *
Burst for V.T. Fuzed Miortar Bombs

Part I - General

1. obje

The object of this investigation is to determine.-

(a) The best height of burst for the existing 3" mortar bomb
(}.1k.IV cast iron)with VT. Fuze.

(b) The improvement which could be secured by tail initiation of
the existing bomb.

(o) The order of the improvement to be expected from.n a specially

designed bomb.

2. Basis of Co;marison

The perforrmance of the. burst at various heights has been Compared on the
basis of area of effect against various tarp,;ets. The ter:,i "area of effect"
replaces "vulnerable area" which was the doscriptin of the sa.ie .aeasure of
effectiveness used in earlier A.O.R.G. Reports. It ;.ry be defined briefly a s
f ollows: -

If E is the area of effect of a shell which 'bursts in an unlimlited
area containing targets at a density of t per squire fu"t, the
numaber of casualties produced by that shell is expecteod to be Et.

The targets considered are

(a) 1,:en crouching in slit trenches

(b) Men lying on rough ground (in hollows)

(c) 'Men running in the open.

The presented areas of a rman in positions (a) and (c) ore taken from A.O.R.G.
ZReport No.153. In position (b) the presented area is taken a-s 4.5 square
feet from directly above and as L.5 cos L square feet when seen fron an
angle of B to the vertical.m

Part II - Effectiveness of the 3" MIortar Doi.b 11k. IV

3. Frar entation

The fragment weight distribution has been taken fro.. a.preport of the Safuty
in Hines Research Station (A.C.7323). This was a collection in sawdust ind
therefore the amount of secondary break up on collection is a s: all as can b.
obtained at present. No attempt has been made to esth.wete the extent of suc.,,n ,
break up in sawdust, and the weight distribution has been used as it stands
(see Table I). The resultant fragment velocity for the cast iron bomib in fliLht
is taken as 2000 ft/sec., the initial velodity froma a static 'burst being
1910 ft/sec. (O.B. Proc. 27982) and the residual velocity f the bo;mib 600 ft/sue.

I This is not exactly equivalent to the ieaerican '0, F x11 1c" in which
the area of a man exposed to fragments descenin7 at an anlo 1, to
the vertical is I-B/90 (see TDB3 Report No.14). This ox-ression
falls off more rapidly with increasing B than D cos 0, , as would bo
expected when a Tqn is crouching in a foxhole instead of being prone
on the ground. The results given by the two expressions should not, A
however, differ very widely.
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Table I

; Ic ight
1eirht Group No. of Frcyients

(i lb. oz., Jr.

1/1200 Not recorded - 10 14
1 1/1200 - 1/330 7743 - 12 6

1/330 - 1/200 1585 - 6 -

1/200- 1/100 1705 - 11 15

1/100- 1/50 1177 1 - 5
1/50 - 1/25 739 1 4 4
1/25 - 1/8 415 1 10 3

1/8 -1/4 43 - 6 14

1/4 -1/2 3 - I I

4. Fraroaent Zones in Flight

The fraoent zones in flight are devised frda the stAtic fragment zones
reported in A.O.R.G. ieport No.139 by .aking suitable allo:nce for the residual
velocity of the bomb and the point of initiation. The prwsent design of V.T.
fuze for the mortar does not require a ,.-uch greater intrusi'in than the noral
D.A. fuze and therefore the point of initiation is not altwred, and the
fragmentation does not need modifying to allow for displaced filling. The
fragment zones for a nose initiated burst in flight can be partially checked by
reference to O.B. Proc. 26706 "Fragmentation of Aortr iobs in Flight" which
indicates that the main zone which has boon used here is correct. For a tail
initiated burst the estimation of zones in flight is more difficult, since the
norrmal design of borb would have to be ;.odifiod and the new point of initiation
is not definite. In addition there would probably be some form of nose plug
which would modify forward fragmentation. The zones which have been used must
therefore be regarded more as a reasonable example than as a definite forecast of
what .ay be achieved with tail initiation. The stAtWe trials indicate that the
small zones can be amalgamated into large ones of fairly uniform density and it is
reasonable to suppose that this broad grouping will persist in flight. A
considerable saving of work can be made by using a few broad zones instead of a
large number of narrow zones and in this case there is little loss of accuracy in
using the broad classification. The zones are shown in Table II. The angle uf
descent of the bomb has been taken as 700 throughout. It was thought that the
angle of descent would not vary sufficiently widely fro, this figure to modify
the results quoted to any great extent. In support of this view sor. results fur
angle of descent 45, which mavy be regarded as a minimum, are given in ;ippendix 13.

Al
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Table II

Frag-.ent Zones

In Flight (Theoretical)
Static Trial

Nose Initiation. Tail Initiation

Angle Density Angle Density ,ngle Density

0 -25 0.075 0- 40 0.20 0- 40 i.84
25- 50 0.126 40- 6o 1.74 4Q- 80 3.93
50 - 75 1.019 60- 90 4.36 80-110 0.35
75 - 871 3.24 90-120 0.50 110-140 0.03
871O-100 3.83 120-155 0.03 140-180 0.04

100 -1121 3.85 155-180 0.10
112 -'l25 0.583
125 -1371- 0.427
1371' t62 0.00511621-180 0.187

The tAnglel" is measured from the nose of the bomb.

The "Density" is the nu.aber of strikes per square foot 'at
15 feet from the burst.

* 5, ,ethod of Calculation

The ground surface is divided up into elements of area bounded by the conic
sections produced by the intersection of the fragment zone boundaries with the
ground, and by 'circles drawn with the point vertically below the point of burst
as centre. Each point on any one of these circles is .-;-idistant from the
burst, the distances being h sec B where h is the height of burst and B the anhle
to the vertical imade by the line joining the point of burst to any point on the
circle. The area of each eleient can be expressed as h2 f (B,.) where Jis the
semivertical angle of a fragm.-ont zone boundary done. and f ( , ) is indepundent
of h. The chance P of causing a casualty is assumed unifori.i over each element
of area, equal to the chance at the mid-point' of the area. P is defined by the
equations.

P = 1- e-p (3.1)

p = kN.A (D)/-.r2  (3.2)

where N is the number of effective fragments from the whole "bomb at a distance
r from the burst, effectiveness being determined by the criterion of Lurns and
Zuckerman (R.C.350), k 'is the proportion of all fragments projected between the
two consecutive boundary zones in question and ,"-.- the solid angle included
between them. A(B) is the presented target area for a fragment descendinr, at in
angle B to the vertical. The area of effect is h2 V (P f(D,
of calculation of areas of effect will be described in greater detail in a laterreport.

6. Results

The areas of effect for various exact heights of burst are given in Table III.
Aiming errors have not been taken into account since they are believed to be of the

same order for V.T. and D.A. fuzing. The areas of effect are, therefore, strictly
for an unlimited target area but the best heights will not be modified if the
area to be attacked is reasonably large, say as large as a companm 'area. This is '

confirmed by calculatins for the 25 pr. which will .be included in a later report.
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Table III

jeight Mf 11en crouching in lien lying on rough 1.Men running in
Burst i - trenches ground tho open

ft.Nose Tail Nose Tail Nose Tail
(Exact) Initiation jInitiation Initiation Initiation Initiation Initiation

1 200 250 1670 1150 9890 6830
10 890 1100 3280 3030 10,663 8410
15 1040 - 3720 - 10,220 -
20 1010 1590 3880 4330 90140 8580
30 800 1400 301 2 4140 6560 7000.
40 660 1180 - - -

- - - -1 - -1 , Z

These results are plotted in figures 1, 2 and 3 from which it will be seen
that the best results are as follows:-

Table IV

(Exact Height)

Dest Height of Dest Lrea of Li.-its
burst (foot) Effect (sq.ft.) (feet)

Nose Initiation

(a) IMen crouching in trenches 16 1,050 11 - 23

(b) Men lying on .rough ground 19 3,900 12 - 25

(c) lien running in the open 7 10,800 1 - 17

Tail Initiation

(a) I en crouching in trenches 20 1,600 15 - 28

(b) !en lying on rough ground 23 4,500 17 - 31

(c) Men running in the open 16 8,700 4 - 27

The limits in the final coluim give the height range in which the area of effect
is within I0/ of the best value. It is, however, impossible to obtain an exact
height in practice and for a given set height h the standard deviation is of the
order of 1/3 h. In addition soiae allowance for a percentage of failures must be
allowed; we have taken 20,,. Although the percentage of failures at the present
stage of development is much higher than this, less than 20. of failures occur with
the T97 shell fuze and it is expected that the mortar fuze will eventually reach
a similar standard of efficiency. llowing for variations in the set height and
20'i7 failures, the best set height and the corresponding m-ean areas of effect are
shown in Table V.

~1 -4-



Table V

(set Height)

Corresponding Mean,
Best Set Height Area of Effeot
of burst (ft.) (sq. ft.

Nose Initiation

(a) Men crouching in trenches 17 800

(b) Men lying on rough ground 19 2, 950

(c) Men running in the open 8 8,400

Tail Initiation

(a) Ifen crouching in trenches 21 1,200

(b) Men lying on rough ground 24 3,400

(c) Men running in the open 15 6,800

7. Discussion

We take the mortar bomb with nose initiation as standard since this is
available without modifying the bomb design. It will be seen that the best
height depends on the target to be attacked. If the attack of men in the open
is considered the best height is fairly low (8 feet) but if there is reasonable
protection (deep trenches or hollows in rough grounds the best height rises to
17 to 19 feet. The best all-round height depends on the relative importance of
the different targets, but if the attack of protected personnel is at least as
important as the attack of men in the open the best height is undoubtedly
around 17 feet. This height gives very nearly the -axi-.-. possible effective-
ness against targets (a) and (b) and 90/' of the uaxmirmu possible effectiveness
against target (c). The advantage of the V.T. fuze set at 17 feet cow.apred
with D.A. fuzing is shown in Table VI.

Table VI

Relative 'Areas of Effect

TV.T. Fuze
Target (nose initiation) D.,. Fuze

(a) Mlen courching in
trenches 7 1

(b) Men lying on
rough ground 3.5 1

(c) Men running in
the open 1.5 1

If tail initiation is practicable it will secure an improvement in the

perforrmanoe of the bomb against targets (a) and (b), but will be less effective
against target (o). The relative figures, if the best set height is chosen Afor each -nethod of initiation, are as follows:- -



Table VII

Relative Performance, of Tail and Nose
Initiated Bombs

Nose Initiated Tail Initiated
Target (set height, 17 ft.) (set height 22 ft.)

(a) Men crouching in trenches 1 1.5

(b) len lying on rough ground 1 1.2

(c) Men running in the open 1 0.8

The degree of improvement secured by tail initiation is probably too small
to be worth while. This may be compared with the case of aircraft bomb
where the increase produced by tail initiation in the area of effect against
men crouching in slit trenches is expected to be 100 to 200) (see A.R.D.
Explosives Report 19/44, A.C.5783).

The reasons why tail initiation in the 3" Mk. IV mortar boab Yay be
expected to produce a smaller gain are as follows:-

(i) The fragment velocity of the mortar is low (1900 ft/sec.)
compared to the aircraft bomb (5000 - 10,000 ft/sec.), and the
residual velocities of both are roughly the same. In the
aircraft bomb the forward throw of fragments due to the residual
velocity is just about sufficient to compensate for the backward
throw to nose initiation; in the mortar bomb there is an
appreciable forward throw of fragments even in the nose initiated
bomb.

(ii) The mortar bomb has practically no parallel wall so that its
main fragment zone is wider, and contains a sraller proportion of
the total weight of available metal, than the main zone of an
aircraft bomb.

7 (iii) This mortar bomb is of cast iron and has a very fine
fragmentation. The secondary fragment zones, although produced
by only a small weight of metal, nevertheless contain a large
number of effective fragments.

8. Comparison with American Mortar Shell

The following results were obtained for 81 nmi mortar shell in
T.D.B.S. Report ITc.60,
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i,-

. 81 mm Mortar Shell 3143A1 11,56

Total weight of shell fuzed T.132 7.05 lbs. 10.77 lbs.

Weight of Explosive 1.23 lbs. 4.30 lbs.

Initial Fragment Velocity 3930 f.s. 6180 f.s.

Attack of 100 Foxholes (.Angle of Descent 640)

Best Height 10.5 ft. 11.5 ft. 

Casualties (Target Density I per 4.8 9.8
100 sq.ft.)

Area of Effect 480 sq.ft. 980 sq.ft.

These areas of effect are not directly comparable to the ones calculated
for the 3" Tk.IV mortar bomb in this report, as the target used in T.D.B.S.
:1r- To.60 1 intermeaiate betwreen our targets (a) and (b), and the basis
6f calculation is different. We may conclude, however, that

(i) The best height for the 3" l.k.IV mortar bomb is higher than

that of either of the 81 rmi shell.

(ii) The 3" 15c.IV mortar is probably more effective than either of the
81 nm %hell against slit trenches, foxholes, and prone men.

The reasons for this are as follows:-

(i) In T.D.D.S.Rqo -b.60'hto criterion of effectiveness of fragments
is 58 ft.lbs. energy which underestimates the effectiveness
of suall fragments when compared with the Zuckenian criterion.
Part of the apparent superiority of the 3" M.k.IV bomb is,
therefore, due to the use of different criteria and not to a
real difference in effectiveness. The more stringent
criterion used in T.D.B.S. '.port Io. 6') wTl also low/er'
the bet rcih r-lativo to the prosont oaloulations.

(ii) The high fragment velocity and low terminal velocity of the 81 r.m
shell give very little forvward throw of fragments, whereas the
low fragrment velocity of the 3" hlk. IV bomb allows a considerable
forward throw to take place even when the residual bomb velocity
is low. Part III of this paper shows that this forward throw
will increase both the best height and the effectiveness.

(iii) The fine fragmentation of the 3" 11k.IV bomb due to its cast iron
case, and the greater weight of metal available for fragrentation
due to its lower cal-acity, more than compensate for its low
fragment velocity, and lead to greater effectiveness.I The British 3" Mk.III (Steel) mortar bomb would be more si:ilar in effect tothe :jaerioan boubs than the 3" 11k. IV.

C..4
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Part III -Effectiveness of a Forward Frarlmenting Bomb

9. Type of Bomb

It is desired to find what increase in effectiveness iiight be expected
from a specially designed forward fragmienting mortar bomb with V.T. fuze. In
order to simplify the calculations the following assu.zptions have been made:-

(a) The weight of metal available for forward fragontation is
6 lbs. If the 3" mortar bomb is to retain its noril weight
of approxiy.ately 10 lbs. the weight of tal available could
hardly exceed this figure.

(b) The metal splits up into equal fragments of roight 1/64 oz.
Preliminary calculations (see Appendix A) inlica-bed that this was
a slightly .ore effective size than 1/125 oz. or 1/37 oz. fragments,
although variation in best area of effect is small, and that it is
near the best fragment size for this purpose. Uniform fragment
size gives larger areas of effect than normal fragmentation,
provided that a sufficiently small size can be produced; the areas
of effect calculated on this assumption are therefore believed to be
near the maximu- attainable.

(c) The fragments are uniforr.ly distributed over a forward cone.

(d) The initial fragment velocity is 3000 ft/sec.

The methods by which this type of fragmentation coul .. secured are not,
discussed here, but a bomb employing the domed head prin-.iple right be
suitable.

10. Method of Calculation

The method of calculation is the same as in Fart. II, simplified by the
assumptions of equal framents and a uniform fragment zone. The only target
considered is men crouching in trenches since it is against this type of target
that the greatest improvement is expected.

11. Results

The best height of burst has been calculatod for fraLiaent zones of various
sizes, and the results are given in Table VIII and shown graphically in Figs.4 -

6. No allowahce for variation in set height or for failures has been made.

Table VIII

Variation of Best Height of Burst and Aroa
of Zffect with Fragrint Zone

Sem-angle of Forward Best Exact Height Corresponding Area
Fragmentation Zone of Effect in square

(degrees) of Burst ir feet feet.

10 114 1200
20 82 2100
30 64 2900
40 52 3650
50 4A 4000
60 38 4080
70 35 3900
80 32 3560
90 30 3180

-- 8 -



If allowance is made for 20j failures and a variation in height of -7 standard deviation 1/3 h, the best area of effect, which is that for
* a semi-angle of 500 to 650 at a set height of about 40 ft., is

approximately 3000 square feet.

12. Discussion

Fig.4 shows how the best height of burst decreases as the fragment zone
becomes wider. Fig.5 shows how the area of effect at the best height of
burst varies with width of fragment zone; the curve has a fairly flat
maximum such that any width between 450 and 700 semi-angle gives a value
within -90 of the optimum. Fig. 6 shows the variation in area of effect when
height of burst and width of fragment zone vary independently.

Against men crouching in slit trenches the best area of effect for the
3" Mk.IV mortar bomb, and the specially designed bom-b are respectively 800 and
3000 square feet, showing a possible improvement of rather loss than 4 times.
Since we have, if anything, overestirmated the possibilities of the specially
designed bomb it would be unwise to expect a practical iuprovement of more
than 3 to I if the mortar bomb is to be limited to a weight of 10 lbs. In
addition to this improvement against men crouchin, in trenches, some increase
in effectiveness against men lying on rough ground and a considerable
decrease in effectiveness against men standing or running in the open mLight
be expected.

Prepared b7 G. D. Kaye for I. 0.R.S.7.
(0. i/c. F. 11. N. Nebarro)

Superintendent, ,.O.R.G.
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APPI'DIX A

4!

Best Fragreit Size for a Forward Fragmenting
Bomb

The following table shows the number of incapacitating fragments at various
distances from the burst produced by 6 lbs. of metal breaking up into fragments
of equal size travelling with a velocity of 3000 ft/sec.

Fragment weight (n) 1 1/37 1/64 1/125

OZ. oz. oz.

0.3 0.25 0.2

Number of Fragments 3556 6144 12,000

Number of Incapacitating
Fragments at

20 feet 3556 5837 9600
40 3414 5222 6120
60 3165 3809 3000 "
80 2560 2580 2160

100" 2169 1905 1440

It will be seen that the 1/37 pz. size is best over 80 feet, the 1/64 oz. size
best in the range 50 - 80 feet, and the 1/125 oz. size best up to 50 feet against
men crouching in slit trenches. Calculations of the areas of effect show that
the range 50 to 80 feet is the most important, for example if we take a fragment
zone of semi-angle 600 we obtain the following results.

Fragment Size Best Exact height Corresponding

of Burst Area of Effect

1/37 oz. 44 3530

1/64 oz. 38 4080

1/125 oz. 36 4030

It is obvious that over the range from 1/37 to 1/125 oz. the fragmient size has
very little effect on the best height or best area of effect and that the
size we have chosen is representative of the whole range.

10
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APPENDIX B

If the angle of descent is taken as 450 instead of 700 the results are
modified as shown below:-

Angle of Descent 450 Angle of Descent 700
Fuzing and Target Best Set Height Corresponding Best Set Height Corresponding

of Burst Mean Area of of Burst Jjean Lrea of
(feet) Effect (sq. ft) (feet) Effect(sq.ft)

Nose Initiation

(a) men Crouching in
trenches 22' 800 17 800

(b) ien lying on
rough ground ?4 2150 9 2950

Tail Initiation

(a) len crouching in
trenches 23 950 21 1200

(b) Men lying on
rough ground 26 2500 24 3400

Performance of V.T.Nose Performance of Tail Fuzed
Fuzed Bomb relative to Borab relative to Nose
D.A. Fuzed Bomb = I Fuzed Bomb = I

Target Angle of Angle of Angle of .&ngle of
Descent 450 Descent 700 Descent 450 Descent 700

(a) Mencrouching in Tenches 7 7 1.2 1.5
(b) Men lying on rough ground 3 3.5 1.2 1.2

It will be noted that for 450 descent conpared to 700 descent

(a) The best height of burst is higher, the increase being greater
for nose initiation.

(b) The advantage of the V.T. fuzed bomb over the D.A. fuzed bomb is
decreased against men lying on rough ground. ,

(c) The advantage of' tail initiation over nose initiation is decreased
against men crouching in trenches.

(d) These differences are small, and the result for 700 descent my
' reasonably be considered to apply for all angles of descent above
" 450.

-4 %
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